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SUMMARY

In October of 1969, a vertical loop E.M, survey and a mag 
netometer survey were carried out over tha Allarfton Option Claim 
Group No. 5 in Mark Township,Ontario by the Noranda baaad Falcon 
bridge Nickel Hlnea Limited geophysical craw.

The results of the magnetometer survey have suggested the 
presence of a fault through the north-aouth fault through the mi 
ddle of the property aa well aa a poaaible fault adjacent to the 
Lot line between Lot 9 and 10. In addition to this* it would appear 
as though these results have given a relatively clear outline of tha 
rock structure which has bean discussed in the geophysical interpre 
tation.

The vertical loop B.M, survey wis carried out employing two 
frequencies, the objective of which was to attempt to determine tha 
nature and location of any conductors by a comparison of the two 
results. This however, does not appear to have been vary successful 
as the results over interpreted eonduetora ara very similar. In 
addition to this, however, It appears as though tha high frequency 
has reflected some very possibly weak nones which have not bean out 
lined by the low frequency method. It should be kept in mind, however, 
that some of the latter may be due to overburden effects. As well as 
surveying the property, the survey was aimed at determining tho most 
workable vertical loop system to be carried out on other groups of 
the Allur stott Option. In the light of the results, it would appear
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to the writer ae though the additional information provided by the 
high frequency observationa do not provide enough additional infor 
mation to warrant doing this on other areaa of the property* In 
addition to this, it appears aa though all the E.M. responses are 
relatively weak and should be checked by some other method possibly 
I.P. Considering this, it would appear as though the K.M. clan only 
be used for location of conductor axis and therefore comparative 
frequency results will be of little use. It would appear as though 
a aurvey carried out employing a one thousand cycle frequency would 
provide adequate information for further geophysical follow up.

Although the two frequency method has not proved very success 
ful, the location of an increased number of transmitter stations 
does appear to have been of great assistance in locating some of 
the cones, as it is the opinion of the writer that many of these 
zones or many of the points along the aones, would not have been 
outlined if the usual pattern of transmitter stations had been em 
ployed.

It is recommended that for future work in the area, that 
great effort be wade to locate stations in order to provide aa nuoh 
overlap as possible, although it will not be necessary to employ 
stations os frequently as has been done on this grid.

In general, it would appear as though the combined surveys 
have provided a considerable amount of valuable information and a
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oorabined vertical loop E.M. and majpetoaotm* survey will provide 
ButiBfiiotory information ovw the raoaining olaiiui of th* AH0ro- 
ton Option*
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AMD ACCK33

A group of five claims are located in Vterk Township desoribSd 
as follows! Claim Ho/98820 is situated on ths southeast corner of

fad,Lot 10 in Conoossion 17. Claims Ho/98*16/98817 ^^9881?, are loca 
ted in tht south half of Lot 9 in Concession IV adjaosnt to the east 
side of Lot 10 and Claiu 98820. The Concession line Hl-XV fonts * 
coawon south boundary*

The property is accessible by automobile along the Teocie Oulf 
Sulphur road from TisJoins f or a distance of approximately twenty miles,, , i' -1 ' T .,-- . . ; " ' , .from there along a email bush road which parallels the power line for 
bpproxlrantaOy three miles from where it is nacesaary to walk along a 
winter road for one thousand foot to the northwest oorntr of ths olaiM 
group. The Texas Gulf Sulphur road is open year round, however^ th* 
SBvtll road leading to the property stay or may not bo accessible during 
the winter laonths, if this is the oase^ it will be necessary to employ

''. '- i-' 1 * ' " .a Skidoo or other tracked vehicle to gain access to the property, Ths
si-,. " "' :winter road paxae* along the north boundary of the property ind pro-' . :'. : f -- -- ,'-~ ' 'ceeds in a northoasterly dlreotion and will intersect other groups 

involved in the Allerston Option.

A sketch outlining the location of the Allerston Option in 
relation to the Town of Tianins and surrounding area is shown M 
figure 1.
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HtSPAHATlOH

Prior to th* carrying out of th* geophysical surveys, a grid 

of linea wag out on the five olaia group by Mr. R. B. Allerston who 

VMS employed under oontraot by Paloonbridg* Nickel Mines Uaited.

A base line having a bearing of true north 900 east Ma* 

laid out through the south e*nter part of th* property with th* O 

point located approximately in th* northwest corner of Claia No. 

98820. Picket lines were then turned off 900 to thi* baa* lin* at 

intervals of two hundred feet for a distance of four thousand feet 

east, the last line being lin* AOK. Th* picket lin** wer* then out 

ftpproximately nine hundred feet south to th* Oono*ssion lin* of 

Concessions No, 111 and IV used as a tie lin*. Lin* O to 12K wer* 

out only on th* south aids, lin* HK to W)S were projected north 

to the north boundary a distanos of approxlaately **vent**n hun 

dred foot. A tie Une was laid out along th* approxiaat* north 

boundary having a bearing parallel to th* base line. The base line, 

tie linea und nil picket lin** were then chained off at on* hundred 

foot intervals* .

METHOD AND THKOKY OF

Survey

In carrying out th* magnetometer eurvey, a Sharp* MF1 flux 

gate magnetometer was employed. Thi* instrument operates by means 

of a fluxgate system which i* operated by battery* fh* readings
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tiro t a), en from a meter on the face of the instrument and ara read 

iii gauuoa values. Therefore, no correction ia necessary except for 

the diurnal and instrument drift*

The fluxgate system works on the principle that a battery 

current is passed through two coils which are arranged within a 

secondary winding. These ooila are ao arranged that the magnetic 

fiold set up in theta is equal. If, however, an external Magnetic 

field exists, it creates an in-balance in the system which results 

in fc measurable voltage which is proportionate to the strength of 

the oxtorn&l field. The voltages are measured on a meter on the 

face of tha instrument which ia divided in gamma values. A detailed 

exj I/mat!on of the fluxgate system ean be found in "Applied Geophy 

sics for liigineers and Geologists" by Griffith and King.

The stations to be used for diurnal and instrument drift 

control were established along the basa line. Following this, the 

readings were taken at fifty foot intervals along all picket lines 

and ulong the base line. Following the necessary corrections, the 

readingB were plotted in gamma values on the map.

The accuracy of this instrument is considered plus or minus 

O.^,i of full scale on the 1,000 to 10,000 gamma ranges and 1.0ji 

of full scale un the 30,000 to 100,000 ganma ranges. The sensiti 

vity is 20 gatmaa/div. on the 1,000 gamma soale, decreasing propor 

tionate to the increased scale range.
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Vertioal IXXMP E.K. Surrey

This method operates on the electromagnetic principle, that 
if a current is passed through a ooil of wire an electromagnetic 
field will be set up. In thin case, a coll of approximately fifteen 
feet in diameter le wound and an alternating current ia paaaed 
through it setting up an electromagnetic field perpendicular to the 
plane of the coil, this electromagnetic field will in turn induce 
a field in any conductive Material that nay be present within it* 
range. The response iron thie field li then measured by a receiver 
coil and signal amplifier apparatus* The AC current paased through 
the transmitter coil ie provided by an AC Motor driven generator 
which provides measurable fields up to two thousand feet from the 
transmitter. A frequency of 1000 or 5000 CP8 may be employed*

In carrying out a vertical loop K.M. survey (which is often 
called dip angle survey) a transmitter coil is set up in a vertical 
position at a selected point. An alternating current ia paased 
through the coil setting up a horioontal field called the primary 
field. This primary field will then induce a voltage into any con 
ductive material which stay be present within the range of the trans 
mitter, this voltage will then vet up a secondary field* The response 
from the primary and secondary field are then measured by a receiver 
coil held in a horizontal position* If no secondary field is present* 
a null will be observed in the amplifier and ear phone* when the 
receiver ooil ia held in the horizontal position* However, if a

t
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secondary field is present, there may be considerable dietortion 
on the field which i* observed as a dip angle. Since the trans* 
nitted or priaary field is horizontal, that field at the receiving 
point will also be horizontal, therefore, providing a minimum coup* 
ling in the receiving coil when held in the horizontal position. 
This null point, however, will only be observed if the receiver 
coil is tilted in the azimuth of the transmitted field. If a se 
condary field is present, the receiver coil nust also be oriented 
900 to the direction of the transmitter coil in order to observe 
a O null in the receiver coil under background conditions, if not, 
the dip angle from the horlsontal will be observed which oould re 
sult in erroneous readings. The depth penetration of this apparatus 
is a function of the separation of the coils and li approximately 
one half that distance. As the equipnent does not have to be connec 
ted together, the separation of the ooils is only limited by the 
strength of the transmitted field, therefore, providing good depth 
penetration. 

Field TProoedurj

In carrying out the survey, the vertical transmitter coll 
is placed at a given point on a line* The receiver coil is then 
placed on an adjacent line. The transmitter coil must then be 
oriented to point directly at the receiver operator in order that 
the correct field strike will be achieved. The receiver operator 
will then orient his receiver coil in the vertical position to
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obtftin the null Indicating tha strike direction at which point 

the receiver coil will ba at 90O to tha transmitter coil. The 

receiver coil ia than placed in a horizontal position and tilted 

through the axis of tha aainuth transmitted field, if no sub 

surface conductor ia present, a O dip angle will be observed, 

however, if R conductor ia present and it ia not located beneath 

the jjoint wliare the measurement ia observed, dip angle will be 

received as follows* if the conductor is to tha right of the 

observer, the receiver coil will tilt to tha left below tha hori- 

Bontnl and if the conductor is to the laft, tha oppoaita will 

oodur. This Bn^le reading will than be recorded and tha receiver 

operator will then wove on to tha next etation on the Una and 

tha procedure will bo repeated. It is important that tha transmi 

tter be held in a vertical position at all tittes.

The dip angle raoeivad will depend on the aaparation of tha 

coils, the nature of the oonduotor and its physical location, aa

*11 as the frequency at which the priaary field is transmitted. 

The measurements are recorded aa dip angle readings and ara

shorn as decrees to tha north or south, i.e. 5N or 33.

Survey

The magnetometer iwwey carried out with reading* taken at 

fifty foot intervale along all picket linea aa wall ao the base
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line and tie lines, is shown ae plate l*

Tho results of thie eurvey have boon plotted to a background 
of approximately four hundred and fifty gaamae and hat resulted in 
tho outlining of several consistent patterns which nay bo related 
to the underlying geology aa followat the underlying geology in 
this area is outlined on a Timins Area Geology nap is a aeries of 
j*rall011ing vulcanic and sedimentary structures having a generally 
northeasterly strike. Bearing thle In mind, the magnetometer surrey 
results will be interpreted in tho following Manner. Tho nest sig 
nificant feature lo the indication of a north-aouth trending fault 
outlined by abnormally low Magnetic values beginning at the north 
boundary on line 2BJB following aouth generally parallel to this lino 
and crossing tho acntth boundary at approximately lino 268 and line 
28K. Displacement la quite obvious and is considered as further 
evidence to back up suggestion of a fault, A second parallel fault 
raay occur approximately between line 12g and U*K parallelling the 
lines, although it is somewhat less evident than tho other fault.

The structure to the west of the mJor fault way bo described 
as follows t a eone of northeasterly trending magnetics of values 
two to four hundred gwaaaa above background are iiiterprotod as duo 
to underlying volcanic rock. The Magnetic pattern euggeota that this 
body of rock would dip gradually to tho aouth beneath that is inter 
preted as sedimentary rook being reflected by generally background 
values. These background values continue to a point Just aouth of
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the base line in an area which may be considered between the two 

faults where again volcanic rook it suggested by increased aag-
" ." f*"' ,- - .-'' \". - * J - - - ' ' '.

netio values which continue through the south boundary. To the 

west of the second fault, a series of magnetic values in the . 

order of approximately two hundred above background may be sugg 

esting underlying volcanic* with sediments luaiediately to the 

south. Once again, the magnetic pattern suggests a dip to the , 

south. To the east of the main fault, the geological structure 

may be described as followsi a rather large mass of volcanics 

is suggested by the magnetic values from one to three hundred
,. j --.i ' ~ ' " '

above background, from the north boundary to approximately two
- . . ' " X ,. --- -'- - ' -,. 

hundred feet north of the base line where once again background

values are observed from that point to the south boundary, which 

suggests the presence of sediment*.

It would appear as though, if the volcanics on either side 

of the fault are related, as though the large mas* to .the north 

east may be a displacement of the oone outlined south of the base 

line between the two interpreted faultf (

A further discussion of the magnetic results will be found 

in the interpretation of t'ie vertical loop E.M. survey, as the 

magnetics are related to the results of that survey, 

Vertical loop B.M. Survey

A vertical loop K.M* survey was carried out over all lines 

on the property with readings taken at one hundred foot intervals.
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Readinge were taken fro* transmission* at two frequencies, one 
thousand cycles per second and five thousand cycles per second. 
The results of the low frequency K.M. survey are shovn at 
plate S and the results of the high frequency surrey are shown 
as plate 3*

Generally the results of both frequencies have produced a 
similar result except that a few nore very weak conductor indica 
tions have resulted from the high frequency survey and there have 
been in some instances where the transmitter station was set up 
close to the conductors, particularly faults, where there ha* been 
a marked difference in the two responses. Over what are .considered 
consistent anomalies in two oases, which have been outlined aa 
conductor No.l and Ho.2, the results are very similar*

Anomaly No.l is located in the north center part of the 
property and is approximately four hundred feet long fro* IfcN on 
line 22K to 12N on line 26s. This tone has a strike direction of 
almost 900 to the general structure In the area. Due to the rather 
weak response, it is difficult to determine the nature of the con 
ductor. The results of the high and low frequency are practically 
the same, therefore, being of little advantage in interpretation* 
It my bo pointed out that this cone appears to lie within the 
underlying sediments and is apparently cut off by the;ftmlt pro 
jected in a north-south direction through the center of the pro 
perty. The deep clay in the area has no doubt created the
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saturation of the electromagnetic field minimising the response 

over the conductor* ,

Anomaly No.2 located from 2N on line MB to 9N on line 26S 

is a rather long and weakly indicated sone. This sons, although weak, 

is relatively consistent through its length until it approaches the
'.' ' - t: :

fault. It may be pointed out that this tone parallels the suggested 

structure pattern which is indicated by geolof,loa l mapping in the 

araa and confirmed by the magnetometer survey. Once again, due to 

the deep overburden, the response is much the same on both frequen 

cies, however, the high frequency does appear to have resulted in 

slightly higher magnitude in values and some displacement of this 

zone particularly on line 22B. This tone also Iles within the area 

interpreted as being underlain by sediments*

Anomaly No.3 is located at 1500H on lines 28B and 305. This 

Bone may be an east-west striking, relatively short conductor or it 

may be a response from the fault as it passes through this area* 

The reasoning for this would be that as the overburden is relatively 

thick, considerable displacement is usually found in these cases* 

Some consideration, however, should be given to this anomaly.

Several very weak and inconsistent suggestions of cross overs 

have been outlined at varying locations on the property. These ano 

malies are pointed out for whatever consideration may be given them 

in further development on the property. It nay be pointed out that 

the general pattern of the B.M. results to the west bf the main fault
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a north-east strike pattern. In contrast .to this, the pattern 

to the eant of t ha fault subsets a nearly east-west strike. To the 

vest of the second fault, there ara no euomalies indicated. The ra* 

ther high dip anj'le values which occur to the west of this fault 

are thought due to the fact that the transmitter is located very 

close to the fault and the big responses are due to the conductive 

fault adjacent to the transmitter. A similar occurrence is found 

in the northeast corner on lines observed fron station T13, however, 

in this eaBC, only the low frequency readings have high Magnitudes 

urul the low frequency is very nearly eero. This is no doubt due to 

overburden effects and the fact that the transmitter again is clone 

to a conductor. In the latter ease, the transmitter is also very 

close to whftt is uhovtn as Anomaly No.3* .

A sketch shown as figure 2 outlines Anomaly No.l as it has 

bean located by readings taken from stations other than those indi 

cated on the map shown as plate 2. In all instances the cone has 

been outlined in virtually the same location*

The overburden over most of the property is considered to 

be in excess of one hundred feet, except for the very northwest 

owner, where some outcrop exposures have been found. Due to the 

d*ep overburden it was considered advisable to observe Bore stations 

thin normally would hate been done. This was done for two reasons, 

l- It was not certain what the effect of different frequencies would 

be In the presence of this amount and nature of overburden and it



was not certain whether * conductor would be located tinder this 
depth of overburden if the transmitter station were not reasonably 
olooe to it. Therefore, stations were set up at five hundred foot 
intervals along the lines used for that purpose and one thousand 
foot sections of adjacent line* were observed with the receiver 
coils to a distance of four to sixteen hundred feet fro* the sta 
tions. This afforded a one hundred per cent overlap whioh should 
avoid ttissing even a savall conductor as long as it is conductive 
enough to be observed through the overburden.

Due to thu very weak responses, it is reconaended that before 
drilling is done that the anomalies outlined be checked with an I. P. 
unit to confirm thoir existence.

aubmitted.
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APPBNDIX l 

STATISTICAL DATA

of Una oov*rod 

Vertical loop fi.H. vurvqr

10.17

ApproxJjyite jvumber jpf reading*

Vertical loop I,.li. survey 

High fraquanoy 

Low jfratjxioncy

650

650

1,060
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H, Craig, 

R. H. Taye,

A* Bp0wor, 

Mrs. A. Srawer,

APPISKDIX y,

InBtrument operator, 
232-eth.3t., MorandA, Qua.

Xn0truiMnt opwator, 
P.O. Box 125* Noranda,

Suparvlaor,
685 Murdoch AT*., Norandu, Qu*.

697 Murdoch Aw., Noranda, Qua.

697 Murdoch Av*., Momnda, Qua.
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CABLE ADDRESS 
"FALCONBRIJ" 

TELEX 02-2720

42A11NWaS21 63.2687 WARK

FALCONBRIDGE N,^.,.... ....

7 KING STREET EAST 

TORONTO 1, CANADA

300

TELEPHONE
362-7292 

AREA CODE 416

March l6, 1970
PROJECTS SECTION 

TORONTO

E fi V E
AR l 7J970

Mr. F. W. Matthews, Supervisor, 
Project Section, Mining Lands Branch, 
Ontario Department of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto 2, Ontario

RE: Your Reference kk/0 

Dear Mr. Matthews:

This is in reply to your letter of February 24th concerning
assessment work on the Allerston Option, Wark Township, The claim has been made 
for Electromagnetics and Magnetics, and these will be discussed separately.

Elec tromagneti cs

The dual frequency vertical loop surveying was completed by a 
two man crew in 15 operating days. While this production is somewhat less than 
normal, you will note that 23 transmitter set-ups were required to adequately 
cover the property. This amounts to 1-| set-ups per day and as you know, the set-up 
time for this type of equipment is in the order of l to 1^- hours. You will also note 
that approximately 650 readings at 100 foot intervals were taken. This amounts to 
considerably more than the 8.2 miles of line covered and indicates the amount of detail 
considered necessary for this technically difficult area.

Magnetics

The magnetometer survey was run in 5 calendar days for an average
of a little more than 2 miles per day. We used a two man crew, since there was only 
one instrument available at the time of the survey, and it is company policy not to 
permit operators to work alone. Please note that over 1000 observations were made on 
50 foot intervals for an average of more than 200 observations per day. Again, it is 
our policy to carry out magnetics at a 50 foot interval. Although this may not be 
common practise in the industry, we find it most worthwhile for any analytical work 
that may be required on the data.

Supervision etc.

The Timmins area, particularly the northern portion consisting of 
Kidd, Wark and Gowan Townships etc., is known to contain variable and frequently 
deep conductive overburden. Most of the area has been covered at least once by 
reconnaissance EM and MAG. Consequently, we believe that any further work in this 
area should be carefully done in as much detail as possible. Whenever possible, our 
field work is clearly supervised and we consider that Mr. Tay's two visits to the property 

are well justified.
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The six days draughting and two days typing are in order for both 
surveys and the split seems reasonable.

Summary

You will note that the actual days and individuals involved
are well documented. In my opinion, the work has been carefully carried out in 
accordance with company policy of data acquisition and field safety. If full 
benefits are not allowed, then it would seem that our approach of detailed re-eval 
uation, note 200 foot line interval, is considered unnecessary by the Department.

Yours very truly,

FALCONBRIDGE NICKEL MINES LIMITED

D. B. Sutherland 
Chief Geophysicist

DBS/jf

cc L. C. Kilburn 
R. L. Daykin 
R. Tays
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